Abstract-The focus of this paper is to balance power absorption against structural loading for a novel fixed-bottom oscillating surge wave energy converter in both regular and irregular wave environments. The power-to-load ratio will be evaluated using pseudospectral control (PSC) to determine the optimum power-takeoff (PTO) torque based on a multiterm objective function. This paper extends the pseudospectral optimal control problem to not just maximize the time-averaged absorbed power but also include measures for the surge-foundation force and PTO torque in the optimization. The objective function may now potentially include three competing terms that the optimizer must balance. Separate weighting factors are attached to the surge-foundation force and PTO control torque that can be used to tune the optimizer performance to emphasize either power absorption or load shedding. To correct the pitch equation of motion, derived from linear hydrodynamic theory, a quadratic-viscous-drag torque has been included in the system dynamics; however, to continue the use of quadratic programming solvers, an iteratively obtained linearized drag coefficient was utilized that provided good accuracy in the predicted pitch motion. Furthermore, the analysis considers the use of a nonideal PTO unit to more accurately evaluate controller performance. The PTO efficiency is not directly included in the objective function but rather the weighting factors are utilized to limit the PTO torque amplitudes, thereby reducing the losses resulting from the bidirectional energy flow through a nonideal PTO. Results from PSC show that shedding a portion of the available wave energy can lead to greater reductions in structural loads, peak-to-average power ratio, and reactive power requirement.
the structural mass and overall cost [1] . In an attempt to address some of these issues, researchers at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory have been investigating a novel WEC concept that combines an oscillating surge WEC (OSWEC) with control surfaces [2] , [3] . Recent development of near-shore OSWECs has been led by Aquamarine Power's Oyster [4] , AW-Energy Oy's Waveroller [5] , and Langlee Wave Power's Robusto [6] . Further efforts have looked to develop control strategies that balance the power-to-load ratio of a WEC by limiting the PTO control and structural loads [7] , [8] . The control of ocean energy harvesting devices continues to garner significant attention in the marine engineering community and is considered necessary for economical viability. Several types of control methodologies that have been previously investigated are complex conjugate [9] , latching [10] , declutching [11] , and inertial tuning [12] . The application of state-constrained optimization [13] , [14] to WEC control has gained popularity in recent years. This optimization has been pursued using calculus of variations [13] , model predictive control [15] [16] [17] , and pseudospectral methods [18] , [19] . However, these control strategies in the past have primarily focused on maximizing the absorbed power while considering minimization of peak forces, torques, and fatigue damage accumulation [20] secondary. The issue with solely maximizing time-averaged power (TAP) is the growth in structural loads may greatly exceed the growth in absorbed energy. To address this concern, recent work has included contributions in the controller objective function that represent the accumulation of loads on the power-takeoff (PTO) unit [17] and device structure [7] , [21] . The controller must now balance opposing terms in an effort to obtain the greatest gains in absorbed power while limiting the loads on the WEC structure.
The application of pseudospectral control (PSC) to maximize power production for a fixed-bottom OSWEC has previously been explored in [21] [22] [23] in both regular and irregular seas. Often modeling an OSWEC requires the inclusion of a quadratic-viscous-drag torque to correct the inviscid assumption used in linear hydrodynamic theory [24] . The resulting nonlinear equation of motion normally prohibits the use of linear convex quadratic solvers [25] , thereby requiring the use of nonlinear optimization techniques that may require solving for additional state variables [22] , [23] . This paper attempts to retain the use of linear quadratic solvers by using a linearized viscous drag torque that is calculated iteratively. Another simplification usually made in WEC control is the use of an ideal or perfectly 0364-9059 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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efficient PTO device. This assumption is known to be poor particularly if bidirectional power flow is allowed and energy can be returned to the wave system. Theoretical expressions to account for the nonlinear effects a nonideal PTO device has on the TAP have been derived in [26] [27] [28] . These expressions can be used to solve for the PTO load coefficients that maximize the net power delivered to the grid. Other works have attempted to represent the efficiency of nonideal PTO units by other means such as an efficiency curve based on a load factor [23] , a complete technical expression [29] , or using experimental measurements relating efficiency to PTO load in the optimization [30] ; however, all methods result in a nonlinear objective function that increases the complexity and time required to obtain an optimal solution. In contrast, this paper will attempt to keep the objective function linear by using weighting factors applied to the PTO and structural loads [21] to control losses resulting from a nonideal PTO unit. Although the PTO efficiency is not represented in the objective function, attempting to reduce the loads on the PTO and structure is expected to limit large swings in instantaneous power that lead to greater nonlinear effects on the output power. This paper starts with a review of the variable geometry OS-WEC and its hydrodynamic properties. Next, the pitch timedomain (TD) equation of motion is reviewed in preparation for extension into a spectral representation. The analysis begins under regular wave excitation and the upper limit on the PTOabsorbed TAP is provided for any pair of spring and damper PTO torque coefficients. The net power delivered to the grid from a nonideal PTO is then introduced, followed by calculation of the pitch angular velocity and PTO torque profiles required to eliminate the surge-foundation force. This is followed by a description of the method used to linearize the quadraticviscous-drag torque in regular waves to be incorporated in PSC. Next, the theory of PSC is reviewed, which includes the incorporation of the surge-foundation force and PTO control torque in the objective function. The effect of the weighting factors, placed on both load contributions, on optimizer performance was observed by varying the magnitudes of each across a range of wave periods and amplitudes. After providing sample results for regular waves, the work is extended to irregular waves. A separate linearization technique is described to take into account all frequency contributions in the irregular sea spectrum. As irregular waves provide a variable-amplitude cyclic time series, it was deemed necessary to review the calculation of fatigue damage and the methodology for determining an equivalent damage load. Sensitivity studies on the power-to-load ratio were completed for both wave period and amplitude to determine if the optimum weighting factor pairs would change with the wave environment. The time history of pitch motion, surgefoundation force, PTO control torque, and instantaneous output power are presented for both the linearized and fully nonlinear equations of motion to verify the use of the proposed linearization techniques. The time histories are also used to illustrate how increases in TAP can exceed increases in the surge-foundation force and PTO control torque as a result of shifting the phase difference between the surge wave-exciting force and WEC pitch motion.
II. OSWEC HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING
As described in previous studies [2] , [3] , [7] , [21] , the main body of the novel OSWEC has been replaced with a set of identical flaps that may rotate about its center axis (see Fig. 1 ). The flaps are allowed to pitch about their center of rotation with the flap pitch angle. The OSWEC is fixed to the seabed, but allowed to pitch about the origin (see Fig. 2 ). The geometric dimensions used in this study can be found in Table I . The structural mass is assumed to be evenly distributed and the structural mass density ρ m was set to half the fluid density ρ. The hydrodynamic coefficients were obtained from WAMIT version 7.0 [31] at a spacing of 0.01 rad/s for wave frequencies ω between 0 and 7.5 rad/s. Furthermore, this paper only considers the noopen-flap geometry (zero-flap geometry) and the hydrodynamic coefficients can be found in Fig. 3 . The hydrodynamic coefficients for other WEC geometries can be found in [2] and [3] , which demonstrate over a 95% reduction in the hydrodynamic coefficients between the geometries shown in Fig. 1 . A water depth of 10 m was chosen to calculate the hydrodynamic coefficients after reviewing previous works on fixed-bottom OSWEC systems [4] , [24] .
III. TD PITCH EQUATION OF MOTION
The one-degree-of-freedom TD pitch equation of motion is given by
where t is the time, I 55 is the pitch mass moment of inertia,ζ 5 is the pitch angular acceleration, τ e5 is the wave-exciting pitch torque caused by the incident waves, τ r 55 is the wave-radiation torque because of pitch motion, τ h is the hydrostatic restoring torque, τ d is the drag torque caused by viscous effects, and τ m is the mechanical torque applied by the PTO system.
The OSWEC hydrostatic restoring moment is given by
where ρ is the fluid density, ∀ is the WEC-displaced volume in still water, r b is the radial distance from the origin of rotation to the center of buoyancy, m is the WEC mass, r g is the radial distance from the origin of rotation to the center of gravity, g is the gravitational acceleration, and ζ 5 is the time-varying pitch displacement. Equation (2) can be linearized by assuming small rotational motion ζ 5 1, which allows for the following approximation to be made: sin ζ 5 ≈ ζ 5 .
The linear hydrodynamic wave-radiation moment will be represented in the TD using the Cummins equation [32] τ r 55 (t) = −μ 55 (∞)ζ 5 
where μ 55 (∞) is the pitch-added moment of inertia at infinite frequency, and K r 55 is the pitch-radiation impulse response function, also known as the memory function because it represents the wave-radiation memory effect caused by past WEC motions. The wave-exciting pitch torque can be written in the TD as follows:
where K e5 is the pitch wave-excitation torque kernel, which is noncausal, and η is the wave elevation. The drag torque is represented by either of the following: where λ v l is the linear-drag coefficient due to the presence of viscosity, λ v n is the quadratic-drag coefficient, and | · | is the absolute value.
The final one-degree-of-freedom pitch equation of motion can now be written as (I 55 +μ 55 (∞))ζ 5 
where the quadratic form of the drag torque has been used. The quadratic-viscous-drag torque can be modeled using nonlinear PSC and the reader is directed to [22] . In this paper, a methodology for an iteratively determined linearized damping coefficient is pursued for the continued use of linear convex quadratic solvers. The methodology for estimating the quadratic-drag coefficient used in this paper was described in [3] and will not be discussed in this paper.
IV. REGULAR WAVE ANALYSIS
This analysis begins by assuming regular wave excitation, where the incident wave elevation is described by
where η is the wave elevation, φ I is the incident wave potential, A is the wave amplitude, ω is the wave angular frequency, k is the wave number, i = √ −1 is the imaginary unit, and is the real component. For the time being, the mechanical torque from the PTO system will be described by (8) where C g is the PTO linear-restoring coefficient, λ g is the PTO linear-damping coefficient,ζ 5 is the time-varying pitch angular velocity, and ξ 5 is the complex amplitude of the pitch angular displacement. The frequency-domain expressions can be inserted into (6) , leading to the pitch-angular velocity response amplitude operator (RAO)
where α m is the complex amplitude of the PTO control torque and the ratio of the linear viscous-to-wave-radiation damping coefficients is represented by f vis = λ v l /λ 55 . Here, X 5 is the frequency-dependent complex pitch wave-exciting torque coefficient per unit wave amplitude, λ 55 is the frequency-dependent pitch wave-radiation damping coefficient, C 55 is the linear hydrostatic restoring coefficient, and μ 55 is the frequencydependent added moment of inertia coefficient. It has been assumed that the quadratic viscous drag can be linearized for a given wave amplitude and frequency. The maximum TAP [33] P T per wave amplitude squared, absorbed by an ideal PTO unit can then be calculated from
where T is the wave period. The instantaneous power P (t) passing through an ideal PTO unit [34] can be calculated from
where ϕ is the phase angle of iωξ 5 and ν is the phase angle of Z. As seen from (13), if C g = 0, the instantaneous power will fluctuate between negative and positive values, indicating a reversal of the energy flow. The time-averaged reactive power P R defined as the power that the PTO returns to the oscillating body is then calculated from
To provide a measure of the capture efficiency for a given WEC, the TAP contained within a propagating incident wave must be known. The time-averaged wave power per unit width P w can be calculated from
(15) where V g is the wave group velocity and h is the water depth. The nondimensional capture width C w in this paper will be defined as
where w is the width of the OSWEC.
A. Maximum PTO-Absorbed Power Under Motion Constraints
The maximum power absorption under pitch amplitude constraints, while assuming sinusoidal motion, was explored in [35] which leads to the following expression:
where |ξ 5 | max is the maximum pitch angular displacement amplitude and δ is the ratio between the constrained-to-optimal pitch angular velocity given by
To match the power output described above, the associated PTO coefficients are given by
where the PTO spring coefficient must combine to cancel the torque contribution from the natural body-restoring coefficient, mass moment of inertia, and hydrodynamic added moment of inertia, which is the basis of complex conjugate control [9] .
1) Nonideal PTO Units:
As discussed in [26] [27] [28] , reactive control requires a two-way energy flow between the oscillating body and an energy storage system that will have losses associated with the energy flux reversal process. These losses will be subtracted from the power input to the PTO whenever P (t) > 0, and added when P (t) < 0 to supply power to the WEC. The output power from the PTO will be defined by P out (t) and the PTO efficiency will be defined as η e = P out (t)/P (t) for P (t) > 0 and η e = P (t)/P out (t) for P (t) < 0. Furthermore, the PTO efficiency is assumed to be time-invariant and independent of the PTO torque magnitude [28] .
Considering a nonideal PTO unit, the peaks in the PTO instantaneous output power (P O + ) and reactive input power (P O − ) are given by
The effect on the time-averaged output power is more complex because of the time-varying integration. The results from performing the integration over a wave period were performed in [27] and [28] , leading to
where P O is the TAP that is sent to the grid. The variation of the terms e * and g * in (21), with respect to the PTO coefficients, have been plotted in Fig. 4 . The nonideal PTO peak-to-average power ratios P A ± can now be calculated from
B. Foundation Reaction Forces
The structural foundation must handle the reaction forces needed to fix the WEC to the seabed. If centrifugal forces are (21), for a range of η e and G values.
neglected and the body remains symmetric about the vertical plane, the foundation forces in the surge X r 1 and heave X r 3 directions are given by [37] 
where X 1 and X 3 are the complex surge and heave waveexciting force coefficients per unit wave amplitude, μ 15 is the surge-pitch added mass and λ 15 is the surge-pitch waveradiation damping. The following analysis will not include the heave foundation force in the final results because this force is unaffected by the WEC motion and cannot be controlled by the PTO. The surge-foundation force can theoretically be eliminated if the complex pitch angular velocity amplitude is equal to
which requires the following complex PTO control torque amplitude:
(26) The magnitude and phase of the pitch angular velocity required to eliminate the surge reaction force has been plotted in Fig. 5 . This plot shows that for this OSWEC design, the natural body motion is rather close to the dynamics needed to eliminate the surge reaction force for most wave periods [21] , which may be in contrast to a heaving WEC. Therefore, when the WEC begins to absorb power from the incident waves, the magnitude and phase of the pitch motion will lead to an increase in the surge reaction force. As both the magnitude and phase of WEC motion contributes to the surge-foundation force, it may be possible to control the pitch dynamics to obtain a greater rate of growth in absorbed power than structural loading [7] , [21] . (28) . The superscript f r 1 z denotes the pitch dynamics required to eliminate the surge reaction force as modeled by (25) .
C. Linearization of Nonlinear Quadratic-Drag Torque
Under sinusoidal motion, the torque generated by a quadraticviscous-drag term can be replaced by a linear term using the Lorentz linearization [36] . The Lorentz linearization consists of ensuring the work conducted over one wave cycle is the same for both linear and nonlinear expressions and can be represented by
where · is the average over one wave cycle. The result from integrating both sides of (27) over one wave cycle leads to the following linearized damping coefficient and nonlinear equation of motion
A nonlinear optimization problem can then be constructed to select the PTO coefficients that maximize the output power as described by (21) while satisfying the equation of motion defined by (28) [3] . The nonlinear optimization problem also allows limits to be set on the pitch angular displacement and PTO torque magnitude.
V. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PSC
The pitch angular velocityζ 5 and PTO control torque τ m are approximated by a zero-mean truncated Fourier series [38] with
where the pitch angular velocityψ and PTO control torqueτ Fourier coefficient vectors are defined aŝ
with the fundamental frequency given by ω 0 = 2π/T and T being the chosen time duration. The variable Φ (t) denotes the vector of time Fourier terms that form the orthogonal bases.
T denotes the transpose. It can be shown that the pitch equation of motion can be described as follows:
whereê 5 represents the Fourier coefficients of the pitch waveexciting torque. The matrix M 55 ∈ R N ×N is block diagonal with the following structure
The pitch angular-velocity coefficients can then be determined explicitly from the control and pitch wave-exciting torque Fourier coefficients. This representation allows the timeaveraged absorbed power P T to be written as
which is in the form of a traditional quadratic problem. This representation does not account for the nonunity efficiency of nonideal PTO units; however, from this point forward any results from PSC will make corrections for PTO efficiency in postprocessing.
A. Surge-Foundation Force Penalty Term
The surge-foundation force can be written in a matrix form, similar to (33), as follows:
55ê 5 (36) whereê 1 represents the Fourier coefficients of the surge waveexciting force, G 15 is a block matrix given in the appendix, and (33) has been substituted in the last expression. To maintain the convexity of the quadratic problem, the time-averaged 2 -norm of the surge-foundation force vector was added to the objective function, which is given by
where γ is a weighting factor that can be used to adapt the controller performance. The weighting factor does not represent a physical quantity, but is used to assign the reduction of the surge-foundation force a lighter or heavier importance in a multiterm objective function. In the final expression for the surge-foundation force contribution, there are three constant terms independent of the control torque, which are left out of the optimization; see [7] for the full expression.
B. Control Torque Magnitude Penalty Term
In an attempt to reduce the reactive power contribution and limit the PTO torque amplitudes, a weighting factor was placed on the time-averaged 2 -norm of the PTO torque magnitude [17] as follows: (38) where β m is a weighting factor associated with the control torque magnitude and I N is the identity matrix of size N . Because the TAP in the objective function, written in (35), does not include the PTO efficiency, the weighting factor placed on the PTO torque is expected to act as a tuning parameter to tell the optimizer the PTO is less efficient; positive results were observed in [17] .
C. Converging to a Linearized Viscous Drag Coefficient
The linear viscous-drag coefficient that has been placed along the diagonal of the M 55 matrix [refer to (34) ] was solved iteratively. For a given γ and β m pair, an initial value of λ v l was chosen and the resulting motion time history that maximizes the objective function was obtained. The pitch displacement amplitude obtained from the time history was used in (28) to calculate the expected linearized viscous drag coefficient. The expected drag coefficient was then compared to the value used in the construction of M 55 and if the two values are within a set percentage of each other the iteration is stopped. If not, the expected linearized viscous drag coefficient is used to recalculate M 55 and the optimization process is repeated.
It is possible that the motion time history can become nonsinusoidal especially if the motion constraints prohibit reaching the optimum oscillation amplitude given by linear hydrodynamic theory [9] . The maximum absorbed power under motion constraints, as described in Section IV-A, requires the WEC motion to be sinusoidal, which implies fixed PTO coefficients. It has been shown that when under motion constraints, it is possible to achieve a greater TAP [13] , [14] with nonsinusoidal motion and assume ideal PTO efficiency; however, the growth in structural forces and PTO torque will surpass the gains in power as shown Fig. 6(a) . The right plot consists of the maximum χ contours over a range of wave angular frequencies.
in [7] . Therefore, it is expected that the motion time histories will remain approximately sinusoidal when attempting to balance power absorption against system loads and the use of the Lortenz linearization will be appropriate.
D. Final Objective Function
The objective function will be the sum of the time-averaged absorbed power, the squared 2 -norm of the surge-restraining force, and control torque magnitude. The three contributions to the objective function are not of the same units, and the interrelationship between them is complex. Therefore, the final objective function will consist of the following nondimensional quantities:
VI. REGULAR WAVE RESULTS
The control simulations when considering the linearized viscous drag and PTO efficiency were first performed in regular waves. The authors chose to use a mechanical-to-electrical conversion efficiency η e of 85% and limited the WEC angular displacement amplitude to 30
• (π/6). As this paper is focused on balancing power absorption against structural loading, the following power-to-load ratio P tL was developed to evaluate the WEC performance
where σ O is the standard deviation in the instantaneous output power P out (t). As this section considers regular waves, in the calculation of P tL , the values of f r 1 and τ m are taken as the peak values over the wave period. The first term in (40) represents the net output power to the grid that is directly related to the economics of operation; however, the second term is included to temper the controller from allowing large structural loads, leading to greater steel thickness and higher capital costs. The third term was introduced to limit the PTO peak instantaneous power and control actuation effort, thereby minimizing the PTO power capacity requirements.
The resulting P tL ratios from applying PSC for various combinations of γ and β m are compared against results from two baseline control cases. The first will be referred to as the "passive strategy," which prohibits energy return to the wave system by solving for the PTO coefficient λ g ≥ 0, with C g = 0, that maximizes P O in (21) while adhering to the equation of motion defined by (28) . The second will be referred to as the "active strategy," which allows energy return to the wave system and solves for the PTO coefficient pair of C g and λ g ≥ 0 that maximizes the output power while adhering to the nonlinear equation of motion. The PTO coefficients are then used in a feedback loop to calculate the control torque, as defined in (8) , that is applied to the OSWEC. The passive and active strategies are denoted by the superscript p and η e , respectively. The χ ratio, given by (41), has been plotted along constant contours in Fig. 6(a) . The bottom left of the plot is where the greatest output power can be achieved; however, the additional loads and peaks in instantaneous power limit the benefit of operating the OSWEC in this regime. Rather, there is a region where χ is maximized before decreasing as larger weighting factors place greater emphasis on load reduction at the cost of power absorption. Along the maximum χ contours, the individual performance metrics will vary as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Although the output power has a maximum along the χ contour, it is followed by a proportionate growth in structural loads, peak instantaneous power, or a combination of the two. The range of weighting factors that provides the greatest χ values will vary depending on wave frequency as shown in Fig. 6(c) ; however, the optimum χ values can be susceptible to the nondimensionalization of loads as defined in (39) .
A. Sensitivity to Wave Period
The first series of tests performed was for a fixed wave amplitude of 0.5 m while varying the wave period between 5 and 18 s; the results can be seen in Fig. 7 . To compare results across wave frequencies, the maximum χ contours were calculated such that the enclosed areas were the same size but may differ in location in the γ and β m domain as shown in Fig. 6(c) . The performance metrics along this χ contour were averaged for each frequency and plotted in Fig. 7 . It is evident from Fig. 7(a) that optimizing the power-to-load ratio will lead to moderate gains in output power. The greatest difference in power between PSC and the active control is near 33%, whereas there is close to a 90% reduction in the reactive power requirement. Limiting the reactive power requirement leads to significant reductions in the peak-to-average power ratio [see Fig. 7(d) ]. If the peak power is reduced, a PTO unit with a smaller power capacity can be used that can reduce maintenance costs if the PTO needs to be replaced. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7(b) , the surgefoundation force and PTO torque are substantially reduced and for some wave frequencies are even lower than the passive control. However, this reduction is only obtained when allowing for the reactive power, which provides greater control over the phase of the pitch angular displacement [7] . These contributions allow PSC to provide the greatest P tL for all wave frequencies while achieving an increase in power capture relative to the passive control, which is generally the baseline case for the most current state-of-the-art wave energy devices.
B. Sensitivity to Wave Amplitude
The second series of tests performed fixed the wave period at 7 s while varying the wave amplitude between 0.1 and 2 m; these results can be seen in Fig. 8 . The results plotted in Fig. 8(a) show that the greatest capture widths occur at the smallest wave amplitudes when the influence from the viscous drag torque is minimized. As the wave amplitude increases, a greater proportion of wave power is lost to the viscous drag torque, which causes the pitch velocity RAO to become nonlinear [see Fig. 8(e) ]. The P tL ratio also decreases with wave amplitude and appears to converge toward the results from passive control at the largest wave heights. The pitch angular velocity amplitude required to eliminate the surge-foundation force increases proportionally to the wave amplitude as the linear hydrodynamic theory is still assumed to be accurate, but it is acknowledged that nonlinear wave effects will need to be incorporated in future work. Once the wave amplitude crosses 1.5 m, the OSWEC motion from the PSC actually becomes larger than the trajectory needed to produce the largest output power. The growth in the pitch displacement amplitude is a result of the controller attempting to reduce the surge-foundation force by shedding wave energy. Shedding wave power leads to a reduction in the PTO torque as the OSWEC can now more closely follow the pitch motion needed to eliminate the surge-foundation force. Here, the two load contributions are being minimized at larger wave heights at the cost of lower power absorption. The optimum range of weighting factors that produces the greatest P tL ratios is plotted in Fig. 8(f) and is less variable compared to the results from varying the wave angular frequency; however, as the wave amplitude increases, the optimum χ contour moves to smaller values of β m while increasing toward greater values of γ.
C. Regular Wave Time History Comparison
To construct and solve the PSC problem as a quadratic program, the hydrostatic restoring and viscous drag torque in (6) were linearized. As with any model reduction, it is important to compare the response of the nonlinear equation of motion Fig. 9 (e) and (f) and represent the numerical superscripts in the legends. The superscript f r 1 z denotes the time history that eliminates the surge-foundation force and the superscript n denotes the natural body dynamics from setting C g = λ g = 0.
using the PTO control torque calculated using linearized terms. This verification would also provide evidence on the ability of the iterative method to obtain a linearized viscous drag torque coefficient outlined in Section V-C. The TD nonlinear pitch equation of motion [refer to (6) and replace the linearized hydrostatic restoring torque with (2)] was constructed using MATLAB's Simulink that used a state-space approximation of the radiation convolution integral [39] . The solution of the initial value problem was calculated using the built in MATLAB fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a fixed-time step of T/140. The PTO control torque obtained from PSC and the precalculated pitch wave-excitation torque were used as input to the Simulink model with the resulting time histories plotted in Fig. 9 . Once the simulations reach a steady state, the agreement is very good between the TD Simulink model and the solution obtained from spectral control (SC). However, as the PTO control torque becomes more nonlinear, which may occur in larger sea states that result in the pitch dynamics to run up against the motion constraints [13] , it can be expected that the agreement in the time histories will begin to deteriorate and another method will be necessary to linearize the viscous drag torque.
The result from implementing PSC, with (γ = 0.05, β m = 0.05), provides a reduction in the surge-foundation force and PTO torque by a greater percentage than the output power [see Fig. 9(e) and (f) ]. The power-to-load balancing is achieved by shifting the phase of the pitch angular velocity, as shown in Fig. 9(a) , while keeping the oscillation amplitude near-optimum. In addition, the performance metric with the greatest rate of change, as (γ → 0, β m → 0), is the reactive power requirement. For the case with (γ = 0.05, β m = 0.05), the TAP dropped by only 8% whereas the reactive TAP dropped by 50% compared to the results from maximizing (21) . The rapid increase in reactive power highlights the quickly diminishing power-to-load ratio achieved when the WEC attempts to absorb the final amount of extractable wave power. Furthermore, in the PSC case with (γ = 0.4, β m = 0.35), a greater emphasis is placed on load reduction, and the resulting pitch angular velocity is closest to the natural (unforced) motion as it has the lowest surge-foundation force amplitude [see Fig. 9(b) ]. To further eliminate the surgefoundation force at this wave frequency, the PTO control torque will need to amplify the pitch amplitude of motion, requiring a greater PTO control torque amplitude and a larger reactive power contribution that will lead to net energy input.
VII. IRREGULAR WAVE ANALYSIS
The ocean water surface is exposed to variable winds and is typically very irregular; however, the surface can be considered as a superposition of multiple regular harmonic wave components. This linear superposition principle was first introduced in hydrodynamics by St. Denis and Pierson [40] , which allows an irregular wave surface to be described as
where I denotes the number of regular wave components used to describe the sea state, ε is a random phase angle between 0 and 2π, and k is the wave number. The wave number is related to the wave angular frequency through the dispersion relation. In this method, the frequencies are chosen with a constant frequency step and as a result the process will repeat after a time T r , given by T r = 2π/Δω [41] . Unless surface elevation measurements are available, irregular seas are generally described by a wave spectrum. The wave spectrum is defined as
For given wave spectrum, the wave amplitude associated with a specific wave frequency is given by
The Bretschneider spectrum [42] was chosen to apply PSC and is modeled by S + (ω) = 5 16
where ω p is the modal (peak) angular frequency of the wave spectrum and H s is the significant wave height, traditionally defined as the mean wave height of the highest third of the waves. Relationships with the irregular wave statistics can be obtained by computing the spectral moments m n of the wave spectrum
The spectral moments can be used to calculate the following quantities of the irregular wave surface elevation:
where H s is the significant wave height, H a is the average wave height, ω −1 is the mean energy angular frequency, ω 1 is the mean angular frequency, and ω 2 is the mean zero-crossing angular frequency. The spectral moments can be calculated numerically from the available frequency data; however, the definition of the Bretschneider spectrum provides the ability to derive the following analytic expressions:
The time-averaged wave power available for a given irregular sea state is calculated from
A. Linearization of Nonlinear Quadratic-Drag Torque in Irregular Waves
Under regular wave excitation, it is possible to apply the Lorentz linearization for continuous use of spectral techniques; however, this is not possible in irregular waves. To incorporate a quadratic damping term, the methodology proposed in [43] was used and will be briefly reviewed here. From [43] , the quasilinear viscous damping coefficient is given by
Therefore, the quasi-linear damping coefficient is proportional to the expected value of the absolute value of velocity, which must take into account all frequency contributions. If the velocity follows a Gaussian distribution, then the absolute value of the velocity follows a half-normal distribution [44] . The expected (mean) value form the half-normal distribution is equal to
where σ 5 is the standard deviation obtained from the Gaussian distribution of the pitch angular velocity. Now, (50) can be written as
The nonlinear drag force can now be added to the equality constraints of an optimization problem, which was used in [2] , as shown in (53) at the top of the page.
1) Optimization of the Irregular Wave TAP Output:
When assuming a nonideal PTO, the maximization of the output power in an irregular sea state no longer follows
(54) where P O is the time-averaged output power, per unit amplitude squared, when oscillating at angular frequency ω with an incident wave amplitude A (ω) [28] . The inequality is a result of the time-varying effect the PTO efficiency has on the input and output power (P out = η e P (t) for P (t) > 0 and P out = η −1 e P (t) for P (t) < 0). However, it was found in [28] that assuming an approximate equality in the optimization process
(55) the relative error in P O ,irr was consistently below 1%. This approximation along with the linearized equation of motion, given by (53), were combined in a nonlinear optimization problem.
B. Pseudospectral Optimal Control in Irregular Waves
Control of the WEC performance in irregular waves requires a modification in calculating the Fourier coefficients of the surge wave-exciting force and pitch wave-exciting torque. The surface elevation described by (42) will be used to calculate the waveexciting force and torque as follows:
where denotes the imaginary component and the sumdifference trigonometric identities have been used in the second line. This can be put in a matrix form as shown in the equation at the bottom of the page, which will have the same form for the surge wave-exciting force. The irregular waveexciting Fourier coefficients can now be used in the controller routine; however, care must be taken in selecting ω 0 and N .
The nondimensionalization of the objective function for the irregular wave case will need to be adjusted because the incident wave amplitude is time varying. Therefore, the force and torque penalty measures will be nondimensionalized by the average wave amplitude as follows:
C. Fatigue and Equivalent Load Calculations
The inherent nature of irregular waves will lead to a variableamplitude cyclic time series of forces and torques. In terms of fatigue, a variable-amplitude cyclic time series may be decomposed into individual load cycles using a rainflow cycle-counting algorithm [45] , and it is assumed these individual cycles may be superimposed upon one another, according to Miner's rule. For this analysis, the fatigue damage will be presented in terms of an
. . .
equivalent fatigue load, which is the constant-amplitude force or torque range that would, over the same number of cycles, cause an equivalent amount of damage as the original variableamplitude stress time series [46] . The following definition will be used to calculate the equivalent load or torque
where C is the cycle count and m is a material property normally defined as the slope of the logarithmic S-N fatigue curve. For this analysis, m will have a value of 3, which corresponds to fatigue properties of welded steel [47] .
VIII. IRREGULAR WAVE RESULTS
For irregular wave simulations, the mechanical-to-electrical conversion efficiency was kept at 85%, the WEC angular displacement amplitude limit remained at 30
• (π/6), N was set to 400, and ω 0 was equal to 0.01 rad/s. As a result of the variableamplitude cyclic nature of irregular waves, the power-to-load ratio, P tL , was adjusted as follows:
A. Sensitivity to Peak Period
Simulations were completed for a fixed significant wave height of 0.5 m while varying the peak period between 5 and 18 s, with the performance metrics plotted in Fig. 10 . Results continue to suggest that the optimum power-to-load ratios do not require absorbing the maximum power available [see Fig. 10(a) ]. The greatest difference in capture efficiency between PSC and active control has been reduced to 15% with a 60% reduction in the reactive power requirement. The variance-to-average power ratio follows a similar trend found in the regular wave simulations; however, in the low-frequency regime there is an upswing for all cases [see Fig. 10(d) ]. The increase in the variance-to-average power ratio is a consequence of the wave energy spreading over multiple frequencies in an irregular sea spectrum. In the lowfrequency range, wave energy will extend to frequencies below 0.35 rad/s wherein the natural pitch dynamics are larger (see Fig. 5 ). The maximum power-to-load ratios are still obtained from PSC whereas the passive and active cases lie nearly on top of one another except for the highest peak frequencies. However, the P tL ratio is calculated using the equivalent fatigue load [see Fig. 10(b) ], but the fatigue damage accumulation is proportional to the equivalent fatigue load cubed where a 25% reduction in load results in nearly a 60% reduction in fatigue damage. The drop in the PTO equivalent fatigue torque, when past the peak angular frequency of 0.9 rad/s, corresponds to the natural pitch motion moving above the pitch motion needed for maximum output power, as shown in Fig. 10(d) . In this range, when reducing the PTO control torque, the pitch motion increases and moves closer to the pitch angular velocity profile needed to eliminate the surge-foundation force. The natural load reduction is one of the benefits of the fixed-bottom OSWEC and is not necessarily the same for other WEC devices. Furthermore, a sample set of the optimum weighting factor contours have been plotted in Fig. 10(e) . In irregular waves, the contours cross from the β m -axis to the γ-axis past roughly 0.55 rad/s; however, the contours are closely packed together, which is the result of the wave energy spread across multiple frequencies. Therefore, it could be argued that picking a weighting factor pair of γ = 0.21 and β m = 0.11 would lead to high power-to-load ratios over most wave periods.
B. Sensitivity to Significant Wave Height
The final simulations had a fixed peak period of 9 s while varying the significant wave height between 0.1 and 2 m, with performance metrics plotted in Fig. 11 . Similar to the regular wave simulations, the greatest capture width occurs at the smallest significant wave height with the capture width dropping by 20% for both PSC and active control strategies in the largest sea state. The P tL ratio continues to decrease with significant wave height while the active and passive strategies produce nearly identical values as shown in Fig. 11(c) . The variance in pitch angular velocity is larger for the PSC than the active control strategy for most significant wave heights. This is an interesting result as reduced motion will produce greater power but also greater loads; however, it still follows the optimum conditions for power absorption that has both an oscillation phase and amplitude requirement [9] . Furthermore, for the PSC and passive strategies, the surge-foundation equivalent force appears to grow faster than the significant wave height. For the passive case, this can be associated with the reduction in oscillation amplitude whereas for PSC the optimizer has chosen to reduce the PTO control torque in favor of slight growth in surge load to maximize the objective function. The optimum weighting factor contours, for selecting significant wave heights, have been plotted in Fig. 11(e) . Similar to the regular wave case, the weighting factor contours remain tightly packed together, but drift to lower β m values as the significant wave height increases.
C. Irregular Wave Time History Comparison
The same TD model, described in Section VI-C, was used to simulate the response from the nonlinear equation of motion in irregular waves. The PTO control torque obtained from PSC was again run through a Simulink model and the resulting time histories are plotted in Fig. 12 . Once the transient dynamics from ramping the pitch wave-exciting torque were eliminated, the agreement between the TD and SC models was very good. However, there are more discrepancies than those seen in the regular wave case that occur at the velocity peaks and zero crossings. The linearized viscous drag coefficient, given by (52), is an average value that is assumed constant for all oscillating frequencies. Therefore, it is not surprising to see differences at the largest velocity amplitudes when the linearization underpredicts the drag torque while overpredicting at the smallest velocities. Despite these differences, the effect on the cumulative absorbed energy is consistently below 0.5%, which the authors feel is an acceptable level of accuracy.
The Fourier coefficients obtained from the PSC are compared against the passive and active strategies in Fig. 13 . For the selected sea state, the PSC PTO torque coefficients are nearly 33% less than the active control strategy near the peak angular frequency of 0.57 rad/s; however, the torque coefficients are larger Fig. 11 . Irregular wave results for a fixed peak period of 9 s and varying significant wave height. The superscript f r 1 z denotes the time history that eliminates the surge-foundation force and the superscript n denotes the natural (unforced) pitch dynamics.
at the higher and lower frequencies which is why the fatigue damage equivalent torque is only reduced by roughly 30% for case 1. The low-frequency pitch angular velocity Fourier coefficients from the PSC simulations are much higher compared to the passive and active strategies [see Fig. 12(a) ]. Except for case 1, the pitch velocity for the PSC cases 2-4 follow the zero-surge-foundation-force motion more closely, which leads to reduced structural loading when compared to the passive and active strategies [see Fig. 13(c)] . Furthermore, the frequency at which the greatest energy absorbed for the passive and ac- Fig. 12 (e) and (f) and represent the numerical superscripts in the legends. The superscript f r 1 z denotes the time history that eliminates the surge-foundation force and the superscript n denotes the natural body dynamics obtained from setting C g = λ g = 0.
tive strategies occurs slightly above the peak angular frequency of the wave spectrum, whereas for the PSC cases it occurs below [see Fig. 13(d) ]. For this sea state, PSC absorbs more power in the region where the natural pitch dynamics lead to reduced surge-foundation forces and the PTO torque required for complete elimination of the surge-foundation force is minimized. The gains in power absorbed at these frequencies will correspond to smaller increases in the structural forces, thereby leading to a greater reduction in the fatigue damage equivalent loads. The reason this is not seen in the active control strategy is because the PTO coefficients are fixed such that there is minimal control over the Fourier coefficients except for a small Fig. 13 . Comparison of the Fourier coefficients for the pitch angular velocity, the PTO control torque, surge-foundation force, and PTO-absorbed power per wave amplitude. The sea state has a peak period and significant wave height of 11 s and 0.5 m, respectively, and S + p = ρgV g (ω) S + (ω). The weighting factors used for the TD comparison are indicated by markers in Fig. 12 (e) and (f) and represent the numerical superscripts in the legends. The superscript f r 1 z denotes the time history that eliminates the surge-foundation force. Note that the irregular wave spectrum has been scaled accordingly for easier visualization in all plots. frequency range about the peak period. However, PSC can adjust the Fourier coefficients over all wave frequencies.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper has utilized PSC with a multiterm objective function to balance power absorption against structural loading for a novel OSWEC. The PSC methodology was modified to include the effects of a nonideal PTO unit in conjunction with a quadratic-viscous-drag torque. The analysis began under regular wave excitation using the Lorentz linearization to incorporate the viscous drag torque in PSC. The time history obtained from the PSC was compared against a fully nonlinear pitch equation of motion using the PSC PTO torque output. Once steady state was reached, there was very good agreement between the linearized and nonlinear equation of motion when utilizing the iteratively derived viscous drag coefficient. The analysis was extended to irregular waves in which PSC utilized a linearized viscous drag coefficient based on the standard deviation in the pitch angular velocity. This approximation also agreed with the fully nonlinear pitch equation of motion; however, there were greater deviations near the peaks in the pitch angular velocity wherein the linearized viscous drag coefficient underestimated the quadratic-drag torque. Despite these deviations, the effect on the total absorbed output energy between the TD Simulink model and PSC was within 0.5% of each other. This level of accuracy is considered to be sufficient as the linearized viscous drag coefficients allow for continued use of linear quadratic programming methods that greatly reduce computational time.
The PSC performance was tuned based on the selected weighting factors, which placed emphasis on either power absorption or load mitigation. Although the PTO efficiency was not directly represented in the objective function, the right choice of weighting factors would lead the controller to converge toward the passive or active control cases. The authors observed that if the forces and torques, felt by the OSWEC, are penalized, the optimizer reduces the swings in instantaneous power peaks that have a greater nonlinear effect on the net power output. Therefore, the use of weighting factors in the objective function were deemed successful at representing the losses from the use of a nonideal PTO. It was found for certain weighting factor combinations, the surge-foundation force and PTO control torque decreased at a greater rate than output power that provided the largest power-to-load ratio. However, the optimum weighting factor contours were found to have greater variation based on the wave angular frequency than the wave amplitude. In addition, the optimum weighting factor contours were separated further apart in regular waves than irregular waves, which is a result of the distribution of energy across multiple wave frequencies.
The results of this paper have demonstrated how shedding a portion of the available wave energy can lead to greater reductions in structural loading, peak-to-average power ratio, and reactive power requirement. The reduction in structural loads will allow for reduced steel thicknesses whereas a lower peak-to-average power ratio reduces the PTO power capacity, thereby allowing for a smaller unit to be used. Both of these factors are expected to help reduce the OSWEC's levelized cost of energy. The authors are optimistic that in future work it will be possible to combine control of the PTO with manipulation of the variable geometry OSWEC to further optimize the power-to-load ratio while maintaining a baseline power level.
APPENDIX MATRIX EXPRESSIONS
The time derivative of the approximated states, when using a Fourier series representation, can be written aṡ 
Using a change of variables, the surge-pitch radiation convolution integral can be represented in matrix form as follows: 
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